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No Confidence in Chief Finley
Executive Summary
In February 2018, Mayor Jamael Tito Brown appointed Barry Finley to the position of Fire Chief
of the Youngstown Fire Department. Under Chief Finley’s leadership, Youngstown Professional
Fire Fighters anticipated fresh ideas and prospective advancement in our level and quality of
service to the community. We envisioned Finley as a strong leader and advocate for the public
and fire fighters alike. However, less than five months into his term, our confidence started to
wane, and concern about the direction of the department began to surface.
Poor communication, absent plans, indecisiveness, and even a threatening work environment
have left Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters in doubt of Finley’s competency as Fire Chief.
Throughout his term, we have contended with budget mismanagement, a reduction in fire
fighters and fire trucks, training issues, and a failure to adequately address safety concerns.
Public safety and fire fighter safety have been threatened in addition to overall mismanagement
and lack of leadership.
This document highlights some of our most significant issues and concerns; our words are
backed up with other sources of documentation and references. Despite repeated attempts by the
Chief, to make us the enemy, we have strived to work with Chief Finley. We have offered our
insight and consulted with outside resources to address issues related to EMS, SAFER grant,
equipment issues, and budgetary concerns, to name a few. Instead, we have often met with
resistance and disregard – we have experienced public proclamation that he stands with us – only
to be met with his change in stance and accusations that we are unwilling to work with him.
Finally, we have experienced his leadership transition to one of unprofessionalism, intimidation,
and bullying that ultimately may present a vulnerability based on a “last chance agreement”
(Exhibit 8).
Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters have made a conscious decision to move forward with a
Vote of No Confidence in Chief Barry Finley.
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Introduction
The Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters Local 312 represents the men and women of the
Youngstown Fire Department. These men and women are highly motivated professionals who
are responsible for responding to thousands of emergencies each year in the City of Youngstown.
The department is structured into two battalions, separated by the Mahoning River. The two
battalions are made up of eight stations. At the end of 2017, with the acceptance of the Federal
SAFER grant, the department staffing level was considered full at 127 firefighters. These 127
fire fighters, were broken down into three bureaus or units: Suppression, Arson, and Inspection.
At the time of the acceptance of the grant, suppression consisted of 10 firefighting apparatus,
which were spread out across the eight stations. Two of the stations were considered “double
houses,” housing two pieces of apparatus, with each piece of equipment having a specific
function. The stations had 30 captains, 30 lieutenants, and the rest of staffing being made up of
fire fighters. Those positions were spread out among the apparatuses 24/7 365 days a year. There
were also two commanding officers, known as Battalion Chiefs, who respectively command each
battalion, and, in tandem, act as Incident Commanders and Safety Chiefs (Exhibit 1).
Trust and confidence among members and leadership are imperative to accomplish our mission
safely. Public safety includes those that live, work, and visit the City of Youngstown. Fire
fighter safety is also of utmost concern; our safety relies upon leadership that is solid and
unwavering. The decisions and reversals made by Chief Finley are not consistent in promoting a
safe and trusted work environment. When trust is lost, safety is compromised, increasing the risk
to all.
The men and women of the Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters have lost all confidence in
Fire Chief Barry Finley. The sentiment has been communicated to the Local 312 Officers from
the station houses, union meetings, and ultimately, the demanded vote of No Confidence. The
body believes the Chief is failing to lead this department effectively and has demonstrated an
unwillingness to put safety first for Youngstown’s residents and fire fighters. His stances
continually flip-flop, risking the lives of all involved. These inconsistencies have led to the lack
of trust for his decision-making abilities; his reversals consistently confirm his priorities are
neither his fire fighters nor the citizens of Youngstown. This letter will reference safety issues
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brought on by Chief Finley’s decisions. During his tenure, the Chief has projected that we, the
Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters, remain unwilling to assist him - despite multiple
meetings, meeting requests, and ideas brought to him by members.
Background
•

July to October: Untrained First Responding and Station Closures 1, 2

Chief Finley and the Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters agreed that emergency response
times provided by the contracted private ambulance services were not satisfactory for the City of
Youngstown; in response to the need, a formal first responder program was to be developed.
The State of Ohio recognizes a First Responder as a provider that has a very "...limited scope of
practice and have the least amount of comprehensive education, clinical experience, or clinical
skills of EMS personnel. This individual uses a limited amount of equipment and possesses the
basic knowledge and skills necessary to provide lifesaving interventions while awaiting
additional EMS response and to assist higher-level personnel at the scene and during transport”.1
A well-organized and developed first responder program ensures that a community receives
emergency medical care promptly by properly trained and certified personnel. The strategic
location of fire trucks enables fast response and intervention, often well ahead of an ambulance
service.
The Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters asked for training and equipment to begin a first
responder program safely and efficiently. Instead, on July 6, 2018, a memorandum was issued
stating that Youngstown Fire Fighters would start responding to emergency medical calls
(exhibit 2). Crews were sent untrained and ill-equipped to medical calls, often without an
ambulance available. During a department meeting, Finley instructed inexperienced fire fighters
to "Hold hands with patients and move furniture." Minimal insight and planning were
undertaken, placing the community and firefighters at risk. As an example, Youngstown
Professional Fire Fighters responded to a call for a person having a possible heart attack. Once
on the scene, the crew was advised that there would be a delay in an ambulance responding. Fire
personnel, despite quick response, were unable to provide more definitive care due to limited
equipment and no proper means of patient transportation. Due to the length of time (i.e., one
hour), the commanding officer asked for permission to drive the patient to the hospital in the
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patient's vehicle.2 The overall lack of planning, training, and proper equipment routinely
subjected the public and fire personnel to unnecessary risk.
The decision to cease First Responding under the direction of Chief Finley occurred after a
Chief’s meeting on or around October 4, 2018. Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters
responded to more than 1,000 emergency medical calls, in addition to our regular fire calls,
during this time. As of this writing, Chief Finley has still not sent anyone to EMT Basic school to
receive the necessary training to begin First Responding. Numerous attempts were made to
contact Chief Finley to discuss First Responding. Meetings with the Chief were unproductive,
and the Chief disregarded communications regarding the concerns of First Responding (Exhibit
3).
Furthermore, as a proactive measure, we presented Chief Finley with comprehensive EMS plans
and studies modeled after comparable cities with the same demographics to move forward with a
first responder and EMS program (Exhibit 4). These plans were set aside with minimal
consideration and, subsequently, disregarded despite the vast amount of valuable insight
provided. At this time, nearly 22 months into his term, Chief Finley has not produced any EMS
plan to help move the department forward and provide the City of Youngstown with this muchneeded service.
In addition to Chief Finley having no discernable plan to address EMS issues within the city, on
June 22, 2018, Chief Finley announced that fire stations across the city would begin shutting
down on a two-week rotational basis. Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters were tasked with
responding to calls with fewer trucks and fewer personnel. Finley stated that the reason the
stations were being forced to close was, “There will no longer be any overtime utilized to
maintain 32-person staffing” (Communication No. OP 18-0013). The lack of an adequate budget
was because he did not ask for overtime money in his yearly budget. As a result of his poor
decision making, fire stations were shuttered. Ultimately, this resulted in increased response
times. A fire grows at a rapid rate, doubling in size every 30 seconds. By having fewer trucks
and fewer fire fighters, the delay in response times placed public safety and fire fighter safety at
risk.
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•

OCTOBER 2018: Permanent elimination of Rescue Squad 33 and officer
demotions 3, 4

In October of 2018, Chief Finley relayed to the Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters that he was
permanently shutting down Rescue Squad 33, located at Station #1, and demoting nine officers
due to the speculation of budget concerns.3 The loss of the strategically located truck limited
manpower and resources. Currently, the apparatus serves as an engine company. Before these
cuts, the department had always attempted to gain input from Youngstown Professional Fire
Fighters; as an organization, we have a strong history of being able to help discuss ways to maintain
a safe level of fire fighters and proper equipment. Chief Finley repeatedly states, "I am only one
person," yet he continues to impose more safety compromising cuts without any insight from
Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters. Together, we are stronger.
During the time of the closure and demotions, Chief Finley is quoted saying, "Absolutely not, we
lost one truck, but every single fire station has a truck. Every single fire station is open, and the
most important thing (is) not one single firefighter got laid off, not one. We are still at full
capacity."3 One day after this statement, two stations were forced to shut down due to not having
enough fire fighters (i.e., officers) to fill positions of trucks.4 The closure of two stations had a
direct impact on the safety of fire fighters as well as those that live, work and visit the City of
Youngstown.
•

MARCH 2018, FEBRUARY 2019, JULY 2019: Radio System Problems, Plea and
Reversal 5, 6

In March of 2018, fire fighters responded to a structure fire on the north side of the City. Upon
making a fire attack at a suspected occupied house, Lieutenant William Palma sustained lifethreatening injuries when a floor collapsed underneath him. As Lt. Palma fell through the floor,
his mask dislodged from his face, and he was exposed to superheated air and received burns to his
lungs. Crews immediately called a MAYDAY on their radios and reported the emergency. Instead
of an immediate acknowledgment of the MAYDAY, fire fighters needed to leave the interior of
the structure to report the MAYDAY to the Incident Commander (Battalion Chief 1) and the Safety
Officer (Battalion Chief 2) - this resulted in a delay and compromised efficient rescue operations.
Ultimately, Lt. Palma was removed from the structure and immediately transported to the hospital.
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However, Palma's injuries resulted in his placement in an induced coma for three days, and he did
not return to work for more than six months following an extensive rehab program. Neither a
MAYDAY nor a fire offers time to spare — the inability of fire fighters to properly communicate
presents a life safety issue.
Nearly one year later, in February 2019, Chief Finley made the plea that, "We have no
communication with dispatch once we leave the confines of the truck." He continued telling city
council members, "I don't know if the police department is having trouble, but they don't work
with us." Additionally, Chief Finley stated that while he was assigned to suppression, acting as an
Incident Commander, "He couldn't talk with his crews inside the burning home, even though they
transmitted calls."5 Council members heard his pleas, and meetings were scheduled to take place
later in the month to establish funding. Per Chief Finley, the financial commitment for the
communication issues was added to his budget by the City.
In July 2019, the Chief reversed his decision and stated the safety risk was, “Small,”6 and said
crews can easily communicate with one another using the current radio system. Monies that had
been issued to complete the system were returned to the City’s budget by Chief Finley due to
seeming, “Greedy.” Chief Finley also contends that this radio system was not a priority to the
Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters until he became Chief, which is false (Exhibit 5). As of
the writing of this letter, the radio system has still not been addressed and arbitration initiated by
the Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters is pending. This reversal and lack of concern for safety
communication shows Chief Finley’s gross incompetence for the safety of the citizens and the
Professional Firefighters he is intended to lead.
•

JULY, AUGUST, OCTOBER 2019: Battalion Chief Cut, Reversal, Cut and Closure
of Station 7 7,8,9

In July 2019, Chief Finley proposed cutting two Battalion Chief positions in order to help pay for
the radio system completion7. Upon questioning, Chief Finley publicly changed his stance and
stated he was no longer willing to make cuts in the department. Chief Finley also went on record
saying he is, “Not going to get rid of any Battalion Chiefs and he will not be closing stations on a
rotating basis.”8 In November, the Chief requested a labor management meeting with Youngstown
Professional Fire Fighters. At this time Chief Finley, once again, reversed his decision and stated
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three Battalion Chiefs would be eliminated along with Fire Station #7 located at the corner of Elm
and Madison.9 Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters were told this plan was already in place and
was a “done deal” with no input or contingency plan in place. By shutting down Station 7, response
times will worsen. The Geographic Information System (GIS), which is an analysis that shows
response capabilities for Youngstown, specifically cites that there will be, “An 8% decrease in
road coverage and an 8% decrease in incident coverage (Exhibit 6).” Furthermore, the GIS shows
that with Station 7 being closed, “The department would likely be able to assemble 15 firefighters
within 8 minutes on 37.5% of roads and 46.6% of historical incidents. This equates to a 29%
decrease in road coverage and a 27% decrease in incident coverage under current capabilities
(Exhibit 5).” This would be an example of a multi-company response to a fire call. Once again,
he cut safety to the citizens and fire fighters.
•

AUGUST 2019: SAFER Grant staffing 8, 10

During the town hall meeting, Chief Finley also addressed required staffing and its significance to
the SAFER Grant, acknowledging a shortage of fire fighters required.8 The SAFER grant requires
the city to increase its firefighting staff from 123 to 127 during the three year period of the grant.10
Currently, the Youngstown Fire Department has 123 firefighters, with 119 assigned to suppression.
Since Chief Finley has been in office, fire fighter positions have not been filled as in accordance
with the staffing model under the grant. This jeopardizes the safety of fire fighters on shift and the
residents of the city. Additionally, the overtime budget it taxed, risking more station closures. This
grant is in effect until September 2020 (Exhibit 7).
•

Unsafe, Intimidating and Threatening Fire Command

Youngstown Fire Chief Barry Finley has an extensive disciplinary history as an employee of the
Youngstown Fire Department before his appointment as Fire Chief. Unfortunately, this history
involves significant acts of aggression and violence against senior officers, co-workers, and
subordinates. The most notable of these occurred in the spring of 2012, where then-Captain Finley
physically assaulted a subordinate at Station #2 while on duty by throwing him through a wall.
The current workplace environment at the Youngstown Fire Department is strained at best and
exposes Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters to the genuine possibility of violence. Under
current Fire Chief Barry Finley, subordinates continue to be exposed to intimidating and
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threatening behaviors by him. Recent menacing/intimidating behavior engaged in by Chief Barry
Finley include the following:
o During department meetings, he refers to subordinates as “Mother f***ers.” Such
needless use of profanity during official proceedings is unprofessional at best. It
may rise to the level of outright menacing when Finley’s history of workplace
violence is considered. Additionally, it is behavior that is most certainly conduct
unbecoming of what would be expected from one in his position as Chief of
Department.
o Chief Finley regularly refuses to acknowledge subordinates when they greet him
(as is established protocol). Rather he chooses to ignore certain select employees
and refuses to acknowledge those who have “displeased” him. This creates an
unnecessarily tense atmosphere for subordinate employees who are by virtue of
their position forced to interact with him or face punishment for insubordination.
o Frequent statements made by Chief Finley refer to violence and violent acts towards
subordinates. Explicitly, during a recent meeting, he plainly and clearly stated that
he wanted to put an employee, “Through a wall.” Chief Finley made this statement
in front of the employee and with witnesses present. In light of his 2012 assault of
a subordinate in the very same manner, this statement can be perceived as extremely
threatening. Such a statement is unacceptable and reveals a lack of understanding
and acknowledgment of past behavior. It does, in fact, violate his “last chance
agreement” which states “He is subject to termination for any aggressive conduct
(including but not limited to hostile physical contact, threat, threatening behavior
or intimidating words or acts) engaged in by him against co-workers, employees or
the public over the next ten years” (Exhibit 8).
o Chief Finley’s persistent use of what seem to be catch-phrases referencing violence
such as “snatch you/them up,” and, “post them up.” As with his use of profanity,
Chief Finley uses these statements frequently and in inappropriate situations or
circumstances. As these statements are made freely and often during departmental
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meetings that nearly all Youngstown Professional Firefighters are forced to attend,
they contribute to an often uncomfortable and seemingly hostile work environment.
Concerning Chief Finley’s documented history of workplace violence, such
statements are reflective of aggressive conduct, threatening behavior, and an
intimidating work environment.
The above behavior willingly engaged in by Chief Finley is unprofessional, unbecoming, and
crude. But more disturbingly, such action has created a very real hostile work environment for
the Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters. By virtue of his position Chief Finley is supposed to
lead by example. At no point should he be creating a hostile work environment for his
subordinates. In many ways, this is the ultimate breach of trust. Employees should not be
subjected to this kind of behavior and deserve a leader that will promote a safe, non-hostile work
environment.
By way of comparison, if the above behavior were to be engaged in by a subordinate with Chief
Finley’s documented history of workplace violence, such an employee would be sure to face
severe and swift consequences.
CONCLUSION
In closing, purposeful decisions made by Chief Finley compromise the safety of the public and the
Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters. Propositions to shuffle safety issues to save money and
or amend concerns is, in fact, mismanagement of public dollars.
Furthermore, Chief Finley’s actions have directly resulted in increased response times to aid
residents. The radio problems still have not been fixed, even after a severe life-threatening injury
occurred to Lieutenant Palma. Finley has proven his overall incompetence as a leader. During his
almost two years in this position, safety has been under constant attack. Communication has been
weak, and proclaimed plans have not materialized. We have a history of working with the
administration through tough and challenging times. We value a proactive approach to change,
and we want to advance the level of service that we offer. Unfortunately, Chief Finley maintains
that we have not been approachable or willing to work together; he has carried this message with
him to city hall. As demonstrated throughout this document, we, the Youngstown Professional
Fire Fighters, have tried to help - both one-on-one and during more formal meetings. His constant
flip flop and position changes leave more questions than answers. We often have had little to no
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warning when or where cuts are taking place. His actions and demeanor have affected morale in
the department. Many younger members have begun searching for careers at other fire
departments, while some have already quit because of Chief Finley’s actions in office. Fire
fighters have a unique passion for their careers - we hold our service to the community close to
our hearts.
Our mission as Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters is to protect the lives and the property of
the people of Youngstown.
As the Chief of Youngstown Fire Department, we should be able to look to the Chief as an
advocate - someone that stands up for his fire fighters, as well as the needs of the public. His
wavering decisions, lack of planning, and disregard for communication does not demonstrate the
leadership that the City of Youngstown deserves.
Chief Finley makes decisions that conflict with our mission statement and are the root cause in the
Body’s Vote of No Confidence.
We, Youngstown Professional Fire Fighters, IAFF Local 312, have lost faith, confidence, and trust
in the leadership of Chief Barry Finley.
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Exhibits
Exhibit 1
At the time of the SAFER grant acceptance, the following apparatus and stations made up the
Suppression Unit of the Youngtown Fire Department.
Station 1

Downtown

Ladder 22 (Ladder truck)
Squad 33 (Rescue truck)
Battalion 1 (battalion chief- Turn commander)
Station 2

Southside

Ladder 24 (Ladder truck)
Engine 2 (Fire Engine)
Battalion 2 (battalion chief- Safety Chief)
Station 3

Westside

Engine 3 (Fire Engine)
Station 6

Eastside

Engine 6 (Fire Engine)
Station 7

Northside

Engine 7 (Fire Engine)
Station 9

Brownlee Woods

Engine 9 (Fire Engine)
Station 12

Scienceville/Eastside

Engine 12 (Fire Engine)
Station 15

WestsideEngine 15 (Fire Engine)
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Exhibit 1 (cont.)
The other bureaus or units are as follows:
Arson1 CAPTAIN
Inspection1 Chief inspector, 2 fire fighter/ inspectors
The data in the above paragraphs show and prove a safer time for not only the Youngstown
Professional Fire Fighters, but for the citizens. Shortly into 2018, When Fire Chief Barry Finley
took office, the cuts to stations and staffing began. The following highlights show the cuts that
have been put into place as of the writing of this letter.
Station 1

Downtown

Ladder 22 (Ladder truck)
Squad 33 (Rescue truck)
Battalion 1 (battalion chief- Turn commander)
Station 2

Southside

Ladder 24 (Ladder truck)
Engine 2 (Fire Engine)
Battalion 2 (battalion chief- Safety Chief)
Station 3

Westside

Engine 3 (Fire Engine)
Station 6

Eastside

Engine 6 (Fire Engine)
Exhibit 1 (cont.)
Station 7

Northsideside
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Engine 7 (Fire Engine)
Station 9

Brownlee Woods

Engine 9 (Fire Engine)
Station 12

Scienceville/Eastside

Engine 12 (Fire Engine)
Station 15

Westside

Engine 15 (Fire Engine)
These cuts also sealed the fate of not only 3 Battalion chiefs, but also 3 Captain and 6 Lieutenant
positions, directly affecting the safety and wellbeing of our fire fighters and citizens.
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Exhibit 2
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Exhibit 3
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Exhibit 3
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Exhibit 3 (cont.)
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Exhibit 4
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Exhibit 4 (cont.)
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Exhibit 5
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Exhibit 5 (cont.)
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Exhibit 5 (cont.)
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Exhibit 6
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Exhibit 6 (cont.)
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Exhibit 7
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Exhibit 8
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Exhibit 8 (Cont.)
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Exhibit 8 (Cont.)
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Additional Articles, References and Notes
June 2018
-Rotating station closures
https://www.wytv.com/news/local-news/youngstown-fire-hopes-rotating-closure-of-stationswill-bring-debt-down/
https://www.wkbn.com/news/local-news/rotating-fire-station-closings-in-youngstown-seems-tobe-working/
https://youngstownfire.com/stations/station-special/2018-06-temporary-station-closureinformation/

October 2018
-Rescue Squad 33 shut down, 3 captains 6 lieutenants demoted. Chief Finley stated that it was,
“My idea”, during a turn meeting.
-Rescue Squad 33, Engine 3, Engine 9 would be uprooted. Youngstown Professional Fire
Fighters suggested a manner in which to do so fairly. Chief Finley stated that he was rejecting
both offers and would initiate his own plan without any other consideration. Subsequently,
grievance and arbitration were filed with Chief being found incorrect. Grievance not over until 819
-Refused Youngstown Professional Fire Fighter input, relayed to the mayor we were hostile and
unwilling to help. The accusation still current, Tito Brown and Barry Finley WYTV 11-3-2019
https://www.wytv.com/news/local-news/youngstown-fire-department-demotes-9-removes-onetruck-from-service/
Fatal fire, response times not a factor according to Finley.
https://www.wfmj.com/story/39286939/officials-say-response-time-was-not-a-factor-inyoungstown-fatal-house-fire
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February 2019
Finley makes plea for new radios before changing his course.
https://www.wkbn.com/news/local-news/youngstown-fire-makes-plea-for-new-radios-sayingthey-cant-communicate-on-scene/
April 2019
-AT issues, OT issues. Truck closures coming at $28k (previous OT differences). Was not aware
that OT was budget requested. (Youngstown Email)
May 2019
-Strike notice, mandatory SERB meetings, no EMS/unwilling to discuss moving forwards. (May
14, 2019, request for determination of unauthorized strike).
-Lies during arbitration hearings. Union allegations, specialty trucks, (lack of) conversations
(Wright, Labor Management notes).
-Asks to back off on radios, “Ask again next year and the year after until the city has money”
(Smith, Racco, Bundy labor management.)
-Retaliation, BC Grievance (Grievance filed 5- 2019, retaliation confirmed during day 2 SERB
meeting)
-EMS dead in the water, tells council still 12-18 months out before further discussions with the
union.
-Chief favors second union in order to hire part timers, compare to Cleveland division of EMS
(Wright, Labor Management).
June 2019
-Door alarms, still not installed. Was told Chief would be around to install. Alarms have been in
his office for months. (Smith, as of 11 2019 alarms still not installed, Youngstown email).
July 2019
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-Radio grievance, “Cost savings”, Miasek says its coming from his budget. (turn meetings,
Wright)
Station closures coming due to OT money
https://www.wfmj.com/story/38537305/budget-concerns-mount-for-youngstown-fire-department
Chief swapping one safety issue for another. Calls the radio issue a “Small risk”. Proposes 2 BC
through attrition. During turn meetings he stresses not to overload council, his idea.
https://www.wfmj.com/story/40833535/youngstown-firefighters-stress-concern-over-proposedcuts-to-department

August 2019
August 11, WFMJ “Youngstown Law Director Jeff Limbian” interview. “More cuts coming to
the fire department”
https://www.google.com/search?q=wfmj+jeff+limbian&rlz=1C1GCEB_enUS748US748&oq=w
fmj&aqs=chrome.0.69i59l3j69i57j69i60l2.3326j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
-Council claims fear mongering, the Chief does not correct (Adamczack interview)
https://www.wfmj.com/story/40839279/youngstown-council-will-weigh-in-on-controversialdecision-to-reduce-fire-battalion-chiefs
-Chief agrees losing Battalion Chiefs is a safety issue. Goes on record saying that is off the table.
Acknowledges he toes the company line. Says he’s a fire fighter first.
https://www.wkbn.com/news/local-news/youngstown-fire-chief-says-they-dont-have-tosacrifice-resources-for-budget/
https://www.wfmj.com/story/40879162/youngstown-fire-chief-i-am-tired-of-us-giving-andgiving-and-giving
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October 2019
Station 7 closure and three Battalion Chiefs through attrition.
https://www.wkbn.com/news/local-news/plans-to-close-youngstown-fire-station-to-be-discussed/
https://www.wfmj.com/story/41218465/fire-reignites-debate-over-whether-north-sides-station-7should-close
https://www.vindy.com/news/local-news/2019/10/youngstown-to-close-fire-station-wontreplace-battalion-chiefs/
November 2019
Transfer requests against E9 grievance findings

